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KOALA is a versatile diffractometer which renders neutron 
single-crystal diffraction studies accessible for a wide range of 
applications in chemistry, materials science and physics via 
crystallographic methodologies.  In particular cases, it has even 
been feasible to tackle challenging questions of 
macromolecular crystallography.

Crystallography
Recording diffraction patterns from single-crystals allows us to obtain data 
which can be used to construct a model of where individual atoms are 
located in the crystal. Using neutrons allows us to probe magnetic 
properties and to identify hydrogen locations in a way that X-rays do not.

What makes KOALA special?
Using the full spectrum of neutrons carried in the guide makes it possible 
to record diffraction patterns from crystals as small as 0.1mm3 – much 
smaller than the sample sizes required for monochromatic (single 
wavelength) experiments.  The large area detector allows hundreds or 
even thousands of diffraction spots to be recorded simultaneously 
increasing the efficiency with which studies can be done.

Applications
• Chemical Crystallography including: 

hydride location, 
near neighbour element discrimination,
hydrogen bonding 

• Resolution of crystallographic ambiguity (where X-rays don’t)
• Magnetic studies
• Materials science
• Biological macromolecules (special cases e.g. difference mapping H/D)

KOALA  -

SPECIFICATIONS
KOALA is a Laue (white beam) instrument 

Wavelength range:

Detector:
Cylindrical fitted with neutron image plates

Unit Cell Dimensions for which data may be extracted

CASE STUDIES

Determining unprecedented structures

How do you know where your hydrogen atoms are when 
you have made something completely new? When the Jones 
group at Monash succeeded in making the long sought 
alane cluster (related boranes resulted in the 1976 
chemistry Nobel prize) the questions of metal oxidation 
state and hydride presence and location arose. Low 
resolution diffraction patterns from marginally crystalline 
material yielded sufficient data to unambiguously 
characterise the remarkable geometry of the six hydrides 
attached to the octahedral cluster of six aluminium atoms.

Nature Communications vol 9, Article 3079 (2018)

Photovoltaic material MAPbX3

MAPbX3 (MA = CH3NH3; X = Cl, Br, I) show high energy 
efficiencies. NMR spectra indicates dynamic reorientation 
of the MA ion, suggesting tumbling within the perovskite 
cage with only the amine end of the group interacting with 
the inorganic network. Single-crystal neutron diffraction 
using the Koala instrument allowed refinement of the Cl 
and I structures for comparison to the Br analogue. In each 
case, the MA group is disordered and surrounded by 
halogen ions with anisotropic displacement ellipsoids. The 
probability density of lead ions for the Br and Cl structures 
have small anomalies, possibly indicating a ferroelectric 
type behaviour or a subtle difference in symmetry.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2015, 3, 9298–9307  DOI: 10.1039/c5ta01125f
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A single crystal neutron
Laue Diffractometer

From: Anion stabilised hypercloso-hexaalane Al6H6

Easy – cells under 1 x 103 Å3 

Exceptional crystal quality
Crystals are several mm3

Very Difficult Unit cell 2.5 x 105 Å3

Exceptional crystal quality – for a protein!
But again, not too good
Crystals several  mm3

Not trivial – cell 104 Å3

Good crystal quality
But not too good!
Crystals about 1 mm3

How can you know whether a KOALA Experiment can help you?
Contact the Instrument Scientists directly to discuss what you  
hope to achieve, the nature of your crystals, the cell 
dimensions, the size it might be grown to crystals of 0.1 mm3

can be measured if the quality is high, smaller crystals and 
lower quality crystals may not work.  The instrument scientists 
can offer the best advice on what experiments might be 
achievable in the context of your proposed experiment.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-05504-x

